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(57) ABSTRACT 
A hypervelocity impact shield assembly for protecting a 
spacecraft surface from hypervelocity impactors. The shield 
assembly includes at least one sacrificial impactor 
disruptingishocking layer of hypervelocity impactor 
dismptingishocking material. A primary spacing element, 
including space-rated open cell foam material, is positioned 
between the at least one sacrificial impactor disrupting/ 
shocking layer and a spacecraft surface. A cover member is 
arranged and disposed relative to the sacrificial impactor 
dismptingishocking layer and the primary spacing element 
to maintain the integrity of the hypervelocity impact shield 
assembly. In the event of exposure to a hypervelocity 
impactor, the sacrificial impactor dismptingishocking layer 
is perforated while shocking the impactor breaking it into 
fragments, and/or melting it, and/or vaporizing it, thus 
providing a dispersion in the form of an expanding debris 
cloudiplume which spreads the impact energy of the impac- 
tor over a volume formed by the primary spacing element 
between the sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer 
and the spacecraft surface. This significantly reduces impact 
lethality at the spacecraft surface. The space-rated open cell 
foam material provides an extremely lightweight, low-cost, 
efficient means of spacing and supporting the at least one 
sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer before, 
during, and after launch. In a preferred embodiment, the 
invention is in the form of a multi-shock assembly including 
a plurality of sacrificial impactor dismptingishocking layers. 
In such instance, the hypervelocity impact shield assembly 
includes a plurality of secondary spacing elements. Each 
secondary spacing element is positioned adjacent an asso- 
ciated sacrificial impactor dismptingishocking layer to form 
a multi-shock subassembly. Thus, a plurality of multi-shock 
subassemblies are provided which include alternating layers 
of sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layers and sec- 
ondary spacing elements. 
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bumpers offer no real means of on-orbit augmentation 
without excessive vehicle design and/or configuration 
impacts. 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,067,388, issued to Crews et al. discloses 
5 a hypervelocity impact shield that utilizes layers of impactor 
disrupting material which are spaced apart to progressively 
shock the incoming meteoroid or orbital debris particle to a 
vapor state which increases the penetration resistance dra- 
matically. This concept is believed to provide the maximum 
10 passive protection of any heretofore existing shield design. 
The major shortcoming of the ’388 shield is that there is no 
practical or efficient means disclosed in that patent for 
spaceably supporting the impactor disrupting material. 
Present applicant is aware that current applications of the 
concepts described in the ’388 patent have involved con- 
ventional rigid metallic support structures which are heavy, 
bulky and cumbersome. Such support structures prohibit 
their usefulness for spacecraft applications. 
U.S. Pat. No. 5,610,363, also issued to Crews et al. 
discloses a hypervelocity impact (HVI) whipple shield and 
a method for shielding a wall from penetration by high 
velocity particular impacts where the whipple shield is 
comprised of spaced apart inner and outer sheets or walls 
25 with an intermediate cloth barrier arrangement comprised of 
ceramic cloth and high strength cloth which are interrelated 
by ballistic formulae. 
2o 
OBJECTS AND SUMMARY OF THE 
INVENTION 
30 
It is therefore a principal object of the present invention 
to provide an efficient means of protecting a vulnerable 
spacecraft surface from hypervelocity impactors, such as 
meteoroids and orbital space debris. 
In a broad aspect, the present invention comprises a 
hypervelocity impact shield assembly for protecting a space- 
craft surface from hypervelocity impactors. The shield 
assembly includes at least one sacrificial impactor 
disruptingishocking layer of hypervelocity impactor 
40 disruptingishocking material. A primary spacing element, 
including space-rated open cell foam material, is positioned 
between the at least one sacrificial impactor disrupting/ 
shocking layer and a spacecraft surface. A cover member is 
arranged and disposed relative to the sacrificial impactor 
45 disruptingishocking layer and the primary spacing element 
to maintain the integrity of the hypervelocity impact shield 
assembly. In the event of exposure to a hypervelocity 
impactor, the sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer 
is perforated while shocking the impactor breaking it into 
50 fragments, and/or melting it, and/or vaporizing it, thus 
providing a dispersion in the form of an expanding debris 
cloudiplume which spreads the impact energy of the impac- 
tor over a volume formed by the primary spacing element 
between the sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer 
5s and the spacecraft surface. This significantly reduces impact 
lethality at the spacecraft surface. The space-rated open cell 
foam material provides an extremely lightweight, low-cost, 
efficient means of spacing and supporting the at least one 
sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer before, 
In a preferred embodiment, the invention is in the form of 
a multi-shock assembly including a plurality of sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layers. In such instance, the 
hypervelocity impact shield assembly includes a plurality of 
65 secondary spacing elements. Each secondary spacing ele- 
ment is positioned adjacent an associated sacrificial impac- 
tor disruptingishocking layer to form a multi-shock subas- 
35 
60 during, and after launch. 
1 
MULTI-SHOCK ASSEMBLY FOR 
PROTECTING A SPACECRAFT SURFACE 
FROM HYPERVELOCITY IMPACTORS 
STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST 
This invention was made under Government Contract 
NAS15-10000 awarded by the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA). The Government has certain 
rights in this invention. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to the protection of space- 
craft from hypervelocity impactors and more particularly to 
a stand-alone, self-contained impact shield assembly for 
protecting a spacecraft surface from such hypervelocity 
impactors. 
2. Description of the Related Art 
Designing spacecraft for the future has introduced many 
new challenges. One such challenge is to provide affordable, 
maximum protection against the ever increasing threat of 
man-made orbital debris. As spacecraft soar into near-earth 
orbits they share orbital space with thousands of large and 
perhaps tens of millions of medium-sized debris objects left 
from 3,800 previous space missions since 1957. It has been 
estimated that the total amount of debris orbiting below 
1,240 miles is between 8.5 and 10 millions pounds and is 
increasing. The average accidental impact velocity between 
spacecraft and orbital debris in this region is 10 kilometers 
per second (22,300 miles per hour) and can reach velocities 
as high as 15 kilometers per second (34,000 miles per hour). 
At these velocities, a piece of debris no larger than a garden 
pea carries the destructive punch to potentially cripple an 
entire unprotected spacecraft. 
Currently, spacecraft (particularly manned spacecraft) use 
bulky, heavy metallic “bumpers” to protect critical areas. 
These bumpers, which usually consist of thin aluminum 
sheets placed 4 to 8 inches off the surface they are 
protecting, are designed to be perforated when impacted by 
a meteoroid or debris particle while shocking the particle 
and breaking it into fragments. These fragments disperse in 
an expanding debris cloud which spreads the impact energy 
over a much larger area, making it far less damaging to the 
surface behind it. If the impacting velocity is high enough, 
melting or vaporization will occur, which aids in reducing 
impact lethality. 
The shortcomings associated with the standard metallic 
bumper concept are numerous. First and most importantly, 
metallic bumpers are very heavy. Since bumpers are the 
outer-most spacecraft surface, their large surface area trans- 
lates to excessive weight. In addition, in order to survive the 
rigors of launch, bulky structure is necessary to support 
these bumpers. The industry rule-of-thumb is that metallic 
bumpers and support structure are expected to contribute 
approximately 5-10% to the total vehicle weight. 
Secondly, high performance metallic bumper concepts 
often violate payload volumetric constraints. The volume 
consumed by such designs is significant when bumper 
shields protrude out 4 to 8 inches from the vehicle surface 
they are protecting. This space is preferable for functional 
equipment. 
Thirdly, metallic bumper shields often experience thermal 
expansion and heat transfer related problems on-orbit 
because of the extreme temperatures. Design complexity is 
often necessary to alleviate these problems. Finally, metallic 
US 6,298,765 B3 
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sembly. Thus, a plurality of multi-shock subassemblies are 
provided which include alternating layers of sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layers and secondary spacing 
elements. The resulting multi-shock assembly includes a 
plurality sandwiched multi-shock subassemblies and the 
cover member arranged and disposed relative to the multi- 
shock subassemblies and a spacecraft surface to maintain the 
integrity of the multi-shock assembly. 
The multi-shock assembly provides the high performance 
of the invention disclosed in the Crews et al. U.S. Pat. No. 
5,067,388, without the necessity of burdensome support 
structures. 
These and other objects, advantages and novel features of 
the present invention will become apparent from the fol- 
lowing detailed description of the invention when consid- 
ered in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a top perspective view of a hypervelocity impact 
shield assembly shown attached to a spacecraft surface in 
accordance with the principles of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a top perspective view of a multi-shock assem- 
bly shown attached to a spacecraft surface, in accordance 
with the principles of the present invention. 
FIG. 3 is a bottom perspective view of the multi-shock 
assembly of FIG. 2, shown detached from the spacecraft 
surface to reveal the attachment portion of an outer surface 
of the cover member of the multi-shock assembly. 
The same elements or parts throughout the figures are 
designated by the same reference of characters. 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
Referring now to the drawings and characters of reference 
marked thereon, FIG. 1 illustrates a hypervelocity impact 
shield assembly in accordance with the principles of the 
present invention, designated generally as 10. The hyperve- 
locity impact shield assembly 10 is shown attached to a 
portion of a spacecraft surface 12 of a spacecraft, designated 
generally as 14. The hypervelocity impact shield assembly 
10 includes a sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer 
16 of hypervelocity impactor disruptingishocking material. 
Such material may include, for example, Nextel@ ceramic 
fiber cloth, Kevlar@ material, aluminum foam, a metal 
matrix composite material, or Beta ClothTM glass fiber 
material. Such materials have desirable shock properties, 
which are capable of raising the thermal state of a hyper- 
velocity impactor to a less lethal condition. 
A primary spacing element 18 is positioned between the 
sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer 16 and the 
spacecraft surface 12. The primary spacing element is 
formed of an appropriate space-rated open cell foam mate- 
rial. As used herein the term “space-rated” refers to material 
that is space-qualified or qualified for use in spacecraft 
applications. Such a material may be, for example, the 
polymide foam material trademarked under the name Solim- 
ide@ AC-406. The element 18 preferably is in a thickness of 
between about %inch to 4 inches depending on the desired 
performance of the shield assembly. The primary spacing 
element 18 is preferably a foam which is flexible and 
compressibleiexpandable to allow adequate covering of 
minor spacecraft surface protuberances. Such minor protu- 
berances may include components such as fluid lines, avi- 
onics lines, wire harnesses, etc. Compressibility allows the 















accommodate more payload volume and then be deployed 
on-orbit to provide maximum protection. This is especially 
important in satellite design when volume is often critical. 
Use of open cell foam material minimizes the thermal 
expansion and heat transfer related problems at spacecraft 
surfaces because of the favorable thermal properties of such 
space-rated open cell foam. In addition, acoustic perfor- 
mance is enhanced due to the high acoustical absorption 
coefficient of such foam. 
In certain instances a rigid foam may be prefered for use 
as the primary spacing element 18. This may be useful, for 
example, in the instance where a device is required to be 
mounted in a specific location outside the assembly 10. 
A cover member 20 encapsulates the sacrificial impactor 
dismptingishocking layer 16 and in the primary spacing 
element 18. The cover member 20 maintains the integrity of 
the hypervelocity impact shield assembly 10. The cover 
member 20 is preferably formed of Beta ClothTM glass fiber 
material. Such material is commonly used in the spacecraft 
applications industry. Such material is relatively inert in a 
space environment and is also highly resistant to space 
degradation. 
The cover member 20 includes outgassing holes 22, 
which are spaced along its outer surface. A pillowing 
restraint 24 is used for relatively large blankets, i.e. assem- 
blies 10, to restrain the cover member 20 from excessive 
pillowing during outgassing. Multi-layer insulation (MLI) 
25 is preferably positioned within the cover member 20 for 
providing thermal insulation. Such insulation 25 may be 
comprised of several layers of aluminized mylar (Kapton) 
separated by layers of a Dacron polyster separator. 
Attachment portions of the lower outer surface of the 
cover member 20 includes an attachment elements for 
attaching the cover member 20 to the spacecraft surface 12. 
These attachment portions are hidden in FIG. 1, but will be 
discussed below in detail with respect to FIG. 3 in the 
discussion below regarding the FIG. 2/FIG. 3 embodiment. 
During operation, in the event of exposure to a hyperve- 
locity impactor, the sacrificial impactor dismptingishocking 
layer 16 is perforated while shocking the impactor (not 
shown) breaking it into fragments and/or melting it, and/or 
vaporizing it. Thus, a dispersion is provided in the form of 
an expanding debris cloudiplume which spreads the impact 
energy of the impactor over a volume formed by the primary 
spacing element 18 between the sacrificial impactor/ 
shocking layer 16 and the spacecraft 12, thereby signifi- 
cantly reducing impact lethality at the spacecraft surface 12. 
Referring now to FIG. 2, a multi-shock assembly con- 
figuration of the present invention is illustrated, designated 
generally as 26. The multi-shock assembly 26 includes a 
plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subassemblies 28, 30, 
32,34. Each multi-shock subassembly includes a sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layer 36 of hypervelocity 
impactor dismptingishocking material and a spacing ele- 
ment 38 comprising space-rated open cell foam material 
positioned adjacent the sacrificial impactor disrupting/ 
shocking layer 36, as in the FIG. 1 embodiment. Thus, the 
spacing element 38 of the subassembly 28 may be deemed 
the “primary” spacing element, while the spacing elements 
of subassemblies 30, 32, and 34 are deemed “secondary” 
spacing elements. The resulting plurality of sandwiched 
multi-shock subassemblies includes alternating layers of 
sacrificial impactor dismptingishocking layers and spacing 
elements. The materials that form these components may be 
the same as discussed above with respect to FIG. 1. 
Similarly, a similar cover member 37 is provided, as in the 
FIG. 1 embodiment. 
US 6,298, 
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Referring now to FIG. 3, a bottom view, the attachment 
portions 40 of an outer surface of the cover member 37 is 
shown. The attachment portions 40 attach to the spacecraft 
surface 12 (see FIG. 2). The attachment portions 40 may 
comprise, for example, snap attachment elements, strap 5 
attachment elements, or Velcro@ hook and pile fastening 
attachment elements (as shown). 
The multi-shock assembly described herein is designed to 
produce the successive impact shocking of an impacting 
particle (not shown) and its resulting particulate fragments 
such that all of the material of which the original impacting 
particle is comprised is raised to the higher thermal state of 
total molten condition and/or vaporization as will preclude 
a puncture of the spacecraft surface 12 to be protected. In 
operation, the outermost sacrificial impactor dismptingi 
shocking layer 36 of the stack which first intercepts an 
impacting particle, breaks the impacting particle projectile 
(i.e., hypervelocity impactor) into smaller “sub-projectiles’’ 
that have been heated by the impact pressure to a very high 
temperature. These “sub-projectiles’’ then impact the subse- 
quent second sacrificial impactor dismptingishocking layer 
to produce further “sub-projectiles’’ to impact with the third 
sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer, and so on, in 
a process of successive impacts with the evenly spaced 
layers which raises all of the impacting material to a 
successively higher degree of melt and eventual total vapor- 
ization if enough layers are used. 
The utilization of a primary spacing element comprising 
space-rated open cell foam material to separate and support 
the various sacrificial impactor dismptingishocking layers 3o 
provides a light-weight, low cost alternative to conventional 
rigid metal support structures that are heavy and cumber- 
some. The present invention is self-contained and can be 
attached to external vulnerableicritical surfaces with little or 
no impact to the overall spacecraft design or configuration. 3s 
In other words, the user merely needs to provide attach 
points and then install the invention. Heretofore, Whipple 
shields have required integration into the design, which 
requires costly changes and possible impacts to the overall 
spacecraft configurations since the metallic support structure 4o 
usually must be attached directly to the primary structure of 
the spacecraft. 
The present invention inherently minimizes any thermal 
expansion and heat transfer problems due to solar radiation 
because of the preferred thermal properties of the flexible 4s 
shielding and spacing materials. Also, acoustic performance 
is enhanced due to the high acoustical absorption of such 
materials. 
The hypervelocity impact shield assembly and multi- 
shock assembly of the present invention can be tailor-made so 
to accommodate surface proturberances such as spacecraft 
components, clamps, fixtures, etc. These accommodations 
can be in the form of, but are not limited to, cut-outs and/or 
slits. 
blanket or multiple smaller blankets (patches) to protect a 
spacecraft surface. 
Obviously, many modifications and variations of the 
present invention are possible in light of the above teach- 
ings. It is, therefore, to be understood that, within the scope 60 
of the appended claims, the invention may be practiced 
otherwise than as specifically described. 
What is claimed and desired to be secured by Letters 
Patent of the United States is: 
1. A multi-shock assembly in combination with a space- 65 
craft surface, for protecting said spacecraft surface from 
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a) a plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subassemblies, 
each multi-shock subassembly, comprising: 
a sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer of 
hypervelocity impactor dismptingishocking mate- 
rial; and 
a spacing element comprising space-rated open cell 
foam material positioned adjacent said sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layer, 
wherein said plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subas- 
semblies includes alternating layers of sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layers and spacing ele- 
ments; and 
b) a cover member arranged and disposed relative to said 
multi-shock subassemblies and the spacecraft surface, 
when the multishock assembly is applied to the space- 
craft surface, to maintain the integrity of the multi- 
shock assembly, wherein said cover member encapsu- 
lates said plurality of sandwiched multi-shock 
subassemblies, an attachment portion of an outer sur- 
face of said cover member attaching to said spacecraft 
surface, said attachment portion comprising snap 
attachment elements, wherein 
in the event of exposure to such a hypervelocity impactor, 
the multi-shock subassemblies successively impact 
shock the impactor raising its thermal state to a molten 
or vapor condition thus providing dispersions in the 
form of expanding debris cloudsiplumes which spread 
the impact energy of the impactor over volumes formed 
by the spacing elements thereby significantly reducing 
impact lethality at the spacecraft surface. 
2. A multi-shock assembly in combination with a space- 
craft surface, for protecting said spacecraft surface from 
hypervelocity impactors, comprising: 
a) a plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subassemblies, 
each multi-shock subassembly, comprising: 
a sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer of 
hypervelocity impactor dismptingishocking mate- 
rial; and 
a spacing element comprising space-rated open cell 
foam material positioned adjacent said sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layer, 
wherein said plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subas- 
semblies includes alternating layers of sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layers and spacing ele- 
ments; and 
b) a cover member arranged and disposed relative to said 
multi-shock subassemblies and the spacecraft surface, 
when the multishock assembly is applied to the space- 
craft surface, to maintain the integrity of the multi- 
shock assembly, wherein said cover member encapsu- 
lates said plurality of sandwiched multi-shock 
subassemblies, an attachment portion of an outer sur- 
face of said cover member attaching to said spacecraft 
surface, said attachment portion comprising strap 
attachment elements, wherein 
in the event of exposure to such a hypervelocity impactor, 
the multi-shock subassemblies successively impact 
shock the impactor raising its thermal state to a molten 
or vapor condition thus providing dispersions in the 
form of expanding debris cloudsiplumes which spread 
the impact energy of the impactor over volumes formed 
by the spacing elements thereby significantly reducing 
impact lethality at the spacecraft surface. 
3. A multi-shock assembly in combination with a space- 
craft surface, for protecting said spacecraft surface from 
hypervelocity impactors, comprising: 
US 6,298,765 B1 
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a) a plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subassemblies, 
each multi-shock subassembly, comprising: 
a sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer of 
hypervelocity impactor dismptingishocking mate- 
rial; and s shock assembly, wherein 
a spacing element comprising space-rated open cell 
foam material positioned adjacent said sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layer, 
wherein said plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subas- 
semblies includes alternating layers of sacrificial 10 
impactor disruptingishocking layers and spacing ele- 
ments; and 
b) a cover member arranged and disposed relative to said 
multi-shock subassemblies and the spacecraft surface, 
when the multishock assembly is applied to the space- 
craft surface, to maintain the integrity of the multi- 
shock assembly, wherein said cover member encapsu- 
lates said plurality of sandwiched multi-shock 
subassemblies, an attachment portion of an outer sur- 
face of said cover member attaching to said spacecraft ” 
surface, said attachment portion comprising hook and 
pile fastening attachment elements, wherein 
in the event of exposure to such a hypervelocity impactor, 
the multi-shock subassemblies successively impact 2s 
shock the impactor raising its thermal state to a molten 
or vapor condition thus providing dispersions in the 
form of expanding debris cloudsiplumes which spread 
the impact energy of the impactor over volumes formed 
by the spacing elements thereby significantly reducing 3o 
impact lethality at the spacecraft surface. 
surface from hypervelocity impactors, comprising: 
b) a cover member arranged and disposed relative to said 
multi-shock subassemblies and the spacecraft surface, 
when the multishock assembly is applied to the space- 
craft surface, to maintain the integrity of the multi- 
in the event of exposure to such a hypervelocity impactor, 
the multi-shock subassemblies successively impact 
shock the impactor raising its thermal state to a molten 
or vapor condition thus providing dispersions in the 
form of expanding debris cloudsiplumes which spread 
the impact energy of the impactor over volumes formed 
by the spacing elements thereby significantly reducing 
impact lethality at the spacecraft surface. 
5 ,  A multi-shock assembly for protecting a spacecraft 
surface, for protecting said spacecraft surface from hyper- 
a) a plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subassemblies, 
impactors’ comprising: 
4. A multi-shock assembly for protecting a spacecraft 
a) a plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subassemblies, 
a sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer of 
hypervelocity impactor dismptingishocking material 
comprising aluminum foam; and 
a spacing element comprising space-rated open cell 
foam material positioned adjacent said sacrificial 4o 
impactor disruptingishocking layer, 
each multi-shock subassembly, comprising: 3s 
wherein said plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subas- 
semblies includes alternating layers of sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layers and spacing ele- 
ments; and 
each multi-shock subassembly, comprising: 
a sacrificial impactor disruptingishocking layer of 
hypervelocity impactor dismptingishocking material 
comprising metal matrix composite material; and 
a spacing element comprising space-rated open cell 
foam material positioned adjacent said sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layer, 
wherein said plurality of sandwiched multi-shock subas- 
semblies includes alternating layers of sacrificial 
impactor disruptingishocking layers and spacing ele- 
ments; and 
b) a cover member arranged and disposed relative to said 
multi-shock subassemblies and the spacecraft surface, 
when the multishock assembly is applied to the space- 
craft surface, to maintain the integrity of the multi- 
shock assembly, wherein 
in the event of exposure to such a hypervelocity impactor, 
the multi-shock subassemblies successively impact 
shock the impactor raising its thermal state to a molten 
or vapor condition thus providing dispersions in the 
form of expanding debris cloudsiplumes which spread 
the impact energy of the impactor over volumes formed 
by the spacing elements thereby significantly reducing 
impact lethality at the spacecraft surface. 
* * * * *  
